Let There Be Peace

Let There Be Peace on Earth with I’ve Got Peace Like a River
SATB Chorus* with Piano or Concert Band**

Words and Music by
Sy Miller and Jill Jackson
Incorporating a traditional American folk song
Arranged by Douglas E. Wagner

With sincerity \( \frac{\text{d}}{\text{c}} = \text{ca. 88} \)

Let there be peace on earth, and

Duration: approx. 3:30

*Also available: TBB (15/2727H); Three-part Mixed (15/2729H); SSA (15/2728H); Two-part (15/2730H); Performance/Accompaniment CD (99/2737H).

**Full score and parts for Concert Band are available separately (30/2675H).

Note: The band arrangement may also be performed without choir.
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15/2726H-2
Let it begin with me.

Let there be peace on earth, the peace that was meant to
be.

With God as our

God as our

Let us walk with each

we.

With God as our
other, each other in perfect harmony.

Let peace be -

gin with me; let this be the moment
With every now.

step I take, let this be my solemn vow; to take each moment and